SECTION 25 13 13
BUILDING LEVEL CONTROLLER

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 SUMMARY

A. Section Includes Building level controllers for DDC systems

B. A Building Level Controller is gateway between the building controls system server and local control units. It normalizes data points, stores short term data, performs supervisory control, data logging, alarming, scheduling and network management functions and is a webserver.

C. Related Sections:
   1. 25 1219 Integration Protocols
   2. Stanford Network Architecture diagrams (MC-01)

1.2 REFERENCES

A. ANSI/CEA Standard 709.C LonTalk protocol


1.3 DEFINITIONS

A. Refer to 25 06 11 Integrated Automation Definitions

1.4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Building Level Controller shall perform the supervisory control, data logging, alarming, scheduling and network management functions. Data will be stored on a temporary basis in the Building Level Controllers. At specified intervals, trend and alarm data will be archived to Building Controls System Server. Graphics will reside on the Building Controls System Server.

1.5 SUBMITTALS

A. Refer to section 25 0000.

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Refer to section 25 0000

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 BUILDING LEVEL CONTROLLERS

A. Manufacturers: Distech

B. JACE Brand Name: EC-Bos

C. The Building Level Controller connects to high speed building level control network, serves as communications hub for local control units on LON TP-FT10, BACnet IP or BACnet MSTP, and has sufficient processor capabilities and RAM to store trending, alarms, configuration, graphics, reports as required.
D. The Building Level Controller shall store all trending for the Local Control Units that are connected to the Floor level Network. Trends stored in the building level controller shall be archived in the Building Controls System Server at specified intervals.

E. Global calculations (such as reset, or cooling/heating demand) must be performed in the Building Level Controller that has the Delta V – Modbus connection. It is not acceptable to have global calculations and trend extensions reside in the Building Controls System Server.

F. System Configuration & Definition
   1. Changes made at the Building Controls System Server shall be automatically recorded and downloaded to the appropriate Controller. Changes made at the building level controllers shall be automatically uploaded to the Building Controls System Server, ensuring system continuity.

G. Include uninterrupted real time clocks capable of time of day, week, and year information to the system as needed to perform software functions.
   1. Clocks all Building Level Controllers shall be synchronized to time.stanford.edu utilizing Niagara Network Time Protocol (NTP) service. Niagara Timesynch Service is obsolete; is superseded by NTP; and is not acceptable.
   2. Accuracy shall be within 1 second per day.
   3. The Building Level Controllers shall have the ability to perform all of the following routines:
      a. Time-of-day scheduling
      b. Calendar-based scheduling
      c. Holiday scheduling
      d. Temporary schedule overrides
      e. Start-Stop Time Optimization
      f. Automatic Daylight Savings Time Switch-over
      g. Night setback control
      h. Peak demand limiting
      i. Alarm Management
      j. Trending

H. The Building Level Controller shall include:
   1. Processor shall be TI AM3352: 1000MHz ARM® Cortex™-A8 with secure boot
   2. 1GB DDR3 SDRAM
   3. Removable micro-SD card with 4GB flash total storage/2GB user storage
   4. Wi-Fi (Client or WAP)
      a. IEEE802.11a/b/g/n
      b. IEEE802.11n HT20 @ 2.4GHz
      c. IEEE802.11n HT20/HT40 @ 5GHz
      d. Configurable radio (Off, WAP, or Client)
      e. WPAPSK/WPA2PSK supported
   5. USB type A connector
   6. Back-up and restore support
   7. (2) isolated RS-485 with switch-selectable bias and termination
   8. (2) 10/100MB Ethernet ports
   9. 24VAC/DC power supply
   10. Runs Niagara 4.1 and later
   11. Real time clock
   12. Batteryless
   13. Supports SSL and TLS encryption
I. Provide Flash Memory on board for database storage, trend storage and system software (Minimum 256 MB RAM)

J. Maintain volatile memory and real time clocks for a period of at least 72 hours during power failure.
   1. Upon power restoration, the following occurs automatically:
      a. Orderly startup of controlled equipment (user defined)
      b. Continuation of control algorithms
      c. Database revision
      d. Logging of power interruption and restoration times

K. The Building Level Controllers shall be able to execute custom, job-specific processes defined by the user, to automatically perform calculations and special control routines.

L. Support firmware upgrades without the need to replace hardware.

M. Communication: Provide all communication interface cards and drivers as required by the project to support communication protocols, which may include serial RS-232 and RS-485, LonWorks, BACnet and Modbus.

N. Communication Speed: Controllers shall communicate at a minimum of 10 – 100 MBps using Ethernet CAT5 cable.

O. Where required for life safety, controllers shall include an internal or external UPS power supply unit to insure reliability of network communications through any power outage event. The UPS shall be complete with batteries, external bypass and line conditioning.

P. UPS Power for JACEs.
   1. At each JACE, furnish and install CyberPower EC850LCD UPS.
   2. Install UPS(s) in Functional Devices PSH2C2RB10-L enclosure.

Q. PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 BUILDING LEVEL CONTROLLERS

A. Provide Building Level Controllers as needed to accommodate network architecture and cable design.

B. Provide communication cards, repeaters, connectors, jumpers, terminals, and other hardware for complete system.

C. Building Level Controllers shall be named JqxxbxxxN4JACExx, as designated by Owner to match existing Campus naming scheme for Building Level Controllers.

D. All programming and configuration in Building Level Controllers requires approval of FESO.

E. All trending shall reside in the Station of the Building Level Controller that directly supervises the controllers that are on a LON network connected to that Building Level. Trends stored in the JACE shall be archived in the Supervisor Station.

F. Global calculations (such as reset, or cooling/heating demand) must be performed in the JACE that has the Delta V – Modbus connection. (Modbus JACE) It is not acceptable to have global calculations (such as reset, or cooling/heating demand) and trends reside in the supervisor station.

G. Building Level Controller shall be configured to never exceed a CPU % of 70% for more than any 10 second period, as measured by the Station Resource Monitor. Prior to project acceptance, if the CPU % exceeds 70%, at no additional cost to Owner, the Contractor shall install a larger
capacity Building Level Controller or otherwise reconfigure the network as required to achieve a CPU % of less than 70% for any 10 second period.

H. Building Level Controller shall be configured so the Used Heap shall never exceed 75% of the Max. Heap, as measured by the Station Resource Monitor. Prior to project acceptance, if the Used Heap exceeds 75% of the Max. Heap, the Building Level Controller shall be considered overloaded and, at no additional cost to Owner, the Contractor shall install a larger capacity Building Level Controller or otherwise reconfigure the network as required to achieve a Used Heap that is less than 75% of the Max. Heap.

I. Only Services published by Distech, Tridium or Vykon may run in the Building Level Controller. Services not published by Distech, Tridium or Vykon require written approval from FESO to run in the Building Level Controller. Proprietary Services are not permitted to run in a Building Level Controller.

J. Alarm extensions reside in the Building Level Controller only. Alarms report to the Building Level Controller Alarm Console and Critical Alarm Console. Alarms are forwarded to the Alarm Console and Critical Alarm Console in the Building Controls System Server. If project scope does not include a Building Controls System Server, Alarm Console and Critical Alarm Console will be in the Building Level Controller.

K. Licenses
   1. JACE license shall be sized for the maximum number of devices and maximum point core for the devices connected to the JACE plus 25% spare capacity of both devices and point core. For example, if 50 devices were connected to the JACE with a total maximum point count of 2,500, the JACE license would require a minimum of 75 devices and a minimum of 3,750 points.
   2. Provide a complete set of product licenses for systems and third party software used in system development, including documentation for all applications, databases, browsers, communications software etc.
   3. Stanford University shall be the named license holder of all software.
   4. All Niagara Station software licenses shall have the "accept.station.in=*"; "accept.station.out="; "accept.wb.in=" and "accept.wb.out=" section of the software licenses. Software features shall include: ui="true" ui.wb="true" ui.wb.admin="true" Contractor shall ensure that the installed products are completely open for future integration, at no additional cost to Owner.
   5. All features shall indicate expiration="never", schedule.limit="none", point.limit="none", history.limit="none", device.limit="none".
   6. Niagara 4.x licenses for Tagging and Template services, are only required in the Supervisor Station. Niagara 4.x licenses for Tagging and Template services, are not required in the Building Level Controller (JACE).

L. Each copy of Tridium Niagara software shall include a 5 year Niagara Software Maintenance Agreement (SMA).
   1. Niagara Software Maintenance Agreement shall provide all Major and Minor software releases at no cost to the Owner.
   2. Contractor is only responsible for providing labor to install all Major and Minor software releases at no cost to the Owner, during the Warranty period.

M. Provide all software for a complete system.

N. For a project that is specified without a Building Control Systems Server but at least 1 Building Level Controller, the Building Level Controller shall perform the supervisory control, data logging, alarming, scheduling and network management functions and is a webservice (WebUI licensed). Niagara Workbench functionality shall be via Web Workbench. Graphics will reside on each Building Level Controller. All graphics and dependent Niagara proxy points shall include Niagara
Network Export Tag extensions to easily facilitate moving to the Building Control Systems Server at a future date. Specific Niagara Network Export Tags include: PxViewTags, PointTags, HistoryImportTags, SystemHistoryImportTags, ScheduleImportTags, ScheduleExportTags, FileImportTags, and ComponentTags. Contractor shall submit list of Niagara Network Export Tag extensions for FESO review and approval before proceeding with Building Level Controller configuration.

O. Schedules reside in the Building Level Controller(s) to ensure time scheduling when Supervisor PC is off-line, Supervisor PC is not required to execute time scheduling.

P. Coordinate final controller locations prior to installation.

Q. Conform to the point & Building Level Controller naming conventions furnished by Owner. No deviation in naming convention will be accepted.

R. Contractor shall be assigned a range of static IP addresses by Owner for Contractor to apply to IP network devices. Ensure that all Building Level Controllers appear in Workbench Tree View in the correct (ascending) order. The lowest number IP Address shall be assigned to the building level controller with the lowest number floor. Each incremental floor’s building level controller shall be assigned an IP Address that increments by 1 number.

S. Route commands from the Building Controls System Server to local control units for such functions as:
   1. Overrides
   2. Schedules
   3. Interlocks
   4. Adjustments

END OF SECTION